Abstract: This paper proposes a detection and classification method of recessive weakness in Superbuck converter through wavelet packet decomposition (WPD) and principal component analysis (PCA) combined with probabilistic neural network (PNN). The Superbuck converter presents excellent performance in many applications and is also faced with today's demands, such as higher reliability and steadier operation. In this paper, the detection and classification issue to recessive weakness is settled. Firstly, the performance of recessive weakness both in the time and frequency domain are demonstrated to clearly show the actual deterioration of the circuit system. The WPD and Parseval's theorem are utilized in this paper to feature the extraction of recessive weakness. The energy discrepancy of the fault signals at different wavelet decomposition levels are then chosen as the feature vectors. PCA is also employed to the dimensionality reduction of feature vectors. Then, a probabilistic neural network is applied to automatically detect and classify the recessive weakness from different components on the basis of the extracted features. Finally, the classification accuracy of the proposed classification algorithm is verified and tested with experiments, which present satisfying classification accuracy.
Introduction
As the vital energy source of the power system in spacecraft, a switching power converter plays a crucial role in the success of a space mission. In recent years, the Superbuck converter has gradually become the typical topological structure of the space power supply, because of its low EMI (Electro-Magnetic Interference) noise and capacitor current [1, 2] . More than 90 percent of spacecrafts domestically and overseas adopt such power systems for energy conversion. A fault in the circuit is unexpected and unavoidable, which is caused by many reasons, so it is of great significance to fault detection and diagnosis [3] . The recessive weakness of component parameters in a circuit is even more complicated to identify and detect, presenting unsteady inner system performance without a dominant output character difference from the normal operating situation.
There exist already some established fault detection and classification methods for different kinds of power converters. The discrete wavelet transform has been applied in the detection of current waveform in a direct current system [4] . The shortcoming of this method is that all of the wavelet decomposition coefficients are chosen as the feature vector, which complicate the training process and increase the computing time. A support vector machine (SVM) is used to diagnosis the soft fault in an analog circuit. But the final classification accuracy is far from satisfactory [5] . The fuzzy math and the direction vector of the voltage increment are combined together in the diagnosis of the analog circuit fault. However, the accuracy of this method is easily influenced by the disturbances and noises [6] . A method for online inverter fault diagnosis of a buck converter is designed to deal with the open circuit and short circuit fault rapidly and effectively. The soft faults are not considered, because they are more difficult and significant to be settled down [7] . A model-based fault detection and identification method has been proposed for arbitrary faults in components within a broad class of switching power converters. However, the experimental design of the kinds of fault cannot cover all the possible conditions [8] .
In this paper, a new method combined with wavelet packet decomposition and a probabilistic neural network is designed for fault detection and the classification of recessive weakness in a Superbuck converter. The characteristics and seriousness of recessive weakness are obviously demonstrated through simulation in both time domain and frequency domain. Furthermore, the wavelet packet decomposition provides a more precise analysis method for signals with the continuous decomposition of both low frequency and high frequency data [9] . Moreover, the proposed approach uses the advantage of PCA to reduce the dimension of feature vectors to achieve higher efficiency [10] . In contrast to a BP (Back Propagation) network, the probabilistic neural network presents a greatly improved training speed and steady convergence to the bayesian optimization solution [11, 12] .
The fault detection schemes for the recessive weakness of a Superbuck converter are still in the early stages of development as a result of the growing requirement of lighter weight and higher reliability. The presented method shows a high classification accuracy to recessive weakness throughout a series of experiments.
Recessive Weakness in Superbuck

Superbuck Converter
A Superbuck converter, known as a double inductance buck circuit, can obtain continuous current, small voltage ripple and input output voltages of the same polarity [13] . It is derived from the buck converter and combines with the input inductor-capacitor filter to achieve the same output gain as the buck circuit. Due to the continuity of its input and output currents, a Superbuck converter is generally suited to a power factor correction (PFC) and the connection between photovoltaic panels and the battery. Furthermore, coupled inductors can realize the requirement of lighter weight and minor volume, so the Superbuck converter is widely applied as a power function unit of a satellite [14] .
As a current source type buck converter, the basic principle is through the open and closed status of the switch Q to realize the control of the output voltage. The main topology of the Superbuck converter is shown in Figure 1 , where V in, V o, represent the input and output voltage; double inductance are L 1, L 2, ; double capacitance are C 1 , C 2, . L 1 is the input inductance and L 2 the energy storage inductance, which promise that both the input and output current maintain consistency [15] . In the design of a Superbuck converter, these two inductances L 1 &L 2, are not magnetically coupled as graphically demonstrated in Figure 1 . The relationship between output and input can be expressed as
D presents the duty ratio of the switch. The parameters of a Superbuck converter are listed in Table 1 .
The Superbuck converter only adds one inductance and capacitance to achieve zero ripple input current and continuous output current. The structure of Superbuck converter is shown in Figure 1 . and the feedback loop consist of compensator, pulse width modulation (PWM), and power drive.
Analyze the operating status of the Superbuck converter in CCM (Continuous Conduction Model) of one period as follows:
T 0 ∼ dT s : While the Switch Q is turned off, the diode D is on and the inductor obtains the continuous current through the diode D and load resistor R L . The inductor L 1 charges the capacitor C 1 which causes the linear decline of inductor current. Since the end voltage of L 2 is positive, the inductor L 1 , the diode D and the load resistor R L constitutes a circuit. The Superbuck converter only adds one inductance and capacitance to achieve zero ripple input current and continuous output current. The structure of Superbuck converter is shown in Figure 1 . and the feedback loop consist of compensator, pulse width modulation (PWM), and power drive. Analyze the operating status of the Superbuck converter in CCM (Continuous Conduction Model) of one period as follows:
T ~dT : While the Switch is turned off, the diode is on and the inductor obtains the continuous current through the diode and load resistor . The inductor charges the capacitor which causes the linear decline of inductor current. Since the end voltage of is positive, the inductor , the diode and the load resistor constitutes a circuit. T ~T : While the Switch is turned on, the diode is off and the input current passes through the inductor directly to the load resistor . The capacitor simultaneously depend on the inductor to spread energy to the load, the inductor , the capacitor , the switch and the load resistor forms a circuit, thus both the current of inductor and achieve the linear ascent.
Recessive Weakness
Fault in the circuits refers to the deviation of at least one feature order parameter in a system, which is beyond the acceptable range. The consequence is that the performance of the system is dT s ∼ T 1 : While the Switch Q is turned on, the diode D is off and the input current passes through the inductor L 1 directly to the load resistor R L . The capacitor C 1 simultaneously depend on the inductor L 2 to spread energy to the load, the inductor L 2 , the capacitor C 1 , the switch Q and the load resistor R L forms a circuit, thus both the current of inductor L 1 and L 2 achieve the linear ascent.
Fault in the circuits refers to the deviation of at least one feature order parameter in a system, which is beyond the acceptable range. The consequence is that the performance of the system is outside the normal level and is not capable of the expected function. Analog circuit faults can be classified into a catastrophic fault and a performance degradation fault [16] . The catastrophic fault is the open fault and short fault in the circuit, namely the hard fault; the performance degradation fault is the drift out of the tolerance range of the normal value in the component parameter without failure of the whole component function, namely the soft fault.
When the power converter operates in the environment of extreme temperature and other complex application conditions, it may accelerate the parameter degradation of the components in the circuit. Take the space power Superbuck converter as an example, it has two capacitors, two inductors, one diode and one transistor. In total there are six key components to fulfil the circuit principle and meanwhile burden the circuit operation. If the soft fault of these components occurs without timely, accurate and effective methods of detection, it may lead to inestimable loss and serious catastrophe to the entire system and mission.
In a Superbuck converter, if the filter capacitance C 2 is beyond the tolerance range, longer rising time and steady time will cause 50% over rated value. Similarly, the condition of 50% under rated value will lead to unexpected filtering effects and larger ripple waves. The loss of capacitance C 1 will cause the larger overshoot and longer steady time, which are the important dynamic indicators of the system. Moreover, the increase of C 1 will also cause unsteady voltage and a larger ripple wave. The change of L 1 and L 2 can result in unsteady output voltage and continuous oscillation, which seriously influence the system response character. Furthermore, the variation of C 1 , L 1 and L 2 will greatly transform the system transfer function (relationship between input and output). Without timely detection, recessive weakness will bring out the failure of the whole converter function. The damage occurs to both sides of the input and output units in the circuits.
Obviously, recessive weakness is a kind of soft fault, resulted from the synchronous variation of more than two components in a circuit, which is characterized by recessive change in an output curve and actually more deteriorated stability in system. Any hard fault of the parameter in the Superbuck converter can lead to a dominant change of the output character curve directly and alter the system operating situation. The recessive weakness of more than two parameters concurrently may lead to the wave mutation as a normal situation without apparent change because of the mutual effect of components. The output signal from the recessive weakness is quite analogous, for instance, in the steady state output voltage or the ripple output voltage. The whole Supberbuck system character, such as the Amplitude Margin (AM) Phase Margin (PM), virtually become weaker and unsteady. In consequence, the physical meaning and feature of "recessive" is prominent and outstanding.
If the recessive weakness of the critical component in the circuit occurs with normal output performance then the deteriorative system property may lead to the invalidation of the circuit, or even the failure of the whole function task. On account of the imperceptible and undetectable characteristics of the recessive weakness, it is of great importance to detect and classify the recessive weakness in a timely manner to guarantee and maintain the operation of the power supply system. Figure 2 shows the output curve within the same range (10%) of the single change of the inductance L 1 , L 2 and the recessive weakness of both inductance L 1 &L 2 (synchronously) in contrast to the normal situation [17] . The results from the simulation in the time domain show some visible differences of the dynamic performance, such as overshoot, rise time and response time, while because of the existence of the feedback loop of the circuit, the steady output is always adjusted and reaches the steady state. Therefore, the steady output voltage is nearly identical without obvious distinction. To the contrary, the ripple wave of the recessive weakness from L 1 , L 2 is more similar to the normal situation compared with the single change of L 1 and L 2 , which makes it even more difficult to distinguish the recessive weakness in the Superbuck converter.
Time Domain Performance
Apparently, the output character caused by the recessive weakness of the two crucial components simultaneously is approximate to the normal output signal and this inner-system recessive weakness can be easily ignored, considering the output character alone. Since the time domain performance of recessive weakness shows hardly no distinguishable difference, the detection of recessive weakness in the frequency domain is considered. Apparently, the output character caused by the recessive weakness of the two crucial components simultaneously is approximate to the normal output signal and this inner-system recessive weakness can be easily ignored, considering the output character alone. Since the time domain performance of recessive weakness shows hardly no distinguishable difference, the detection of recessive weakness in the frequency domain is considered.
Frequency Domain Performance
The system character aroused by recessive weakness can be also identified by transfer function ( ) in the frequency domain. Since the Superbuck converter has two capacitors and two inductors, its small signal model is a fourth-order system. The small signal model of the Superbuck converter has been derived [18] , indicating the transfer function between output ( ) and control signal ( ).
In the frequency domain exist two vital system targets, the Amplitude Margin (AM) and Phase Margin (PM), which represent the distance to the critical steady state of the closed-loop system and signify the robustness of the whole system against the disturbance. The decrement of both AM and PM can forecast the potential fault and deterioration of the circuit system as an important indicator. As a result, it is significant to observe the performance of the recessive weakness in the frequency domain, including the cross frequency, amplitude margin, and phase margin.
The frequency performance of the Superbuck circuit with the single increment of , and both of & with 10% are tested as follow. Figure 3 shows the bode diagram within the recessive weakness of both inductance & (synchronously) and the single change of the inductance , 
The system character aroused by recessive weakness can be also identified by transfer function G vd (s) in the frequency domain. Since the Superbuck converter has two capacitors and two inductors, its small signal model is a fourth-order system. The small signal model of the Superbuck converter has been derived [18] , indicating the transfer function between output (V out ) and control signal (d).
The frequency performance of the Superbuck circuit with the single increment of L 1 , L 2 and both of L 1 &L 2 with 10% are tested as follow. Figure 3 shows the bode diagram within the recessive weakness of both inductance L 1 &L 2 (synchronously) and the single change of the inductance L 1 , L 2 in contrast to the normal situation. Table 2 . show the system steady margin of the normal situation, single change of component, and recessive weakness. The AM and PM of a normal situation are 32.7 dB and 24.4 • , while the margin of recessive weakness is drastically decreased in both AM and PM to 23.1 dB and 10.2 • [19] .
The results from the simulation in the frequency domain reveal the distinct deterioration of the whole Superbuck system with fault of recessive weakness. The normal operating situation is close to the single change of L 1 , L 2 with similar AM and PM in the frequency domain. However, the recessive weakness generated by both inductance L 1 &L 2 displays the reduced amplitude margin and phase margin dramatically, which means a weaker and worse system performance. So far, the recessive weakness may bring serious and destructive damages to the system, without timely detection and protection approach.
in contrast to the normal situation. The results from the simulation in the frequency domain reveal the distinct deterioration of the whole Superbuck system with fault of recessive weakness. The normal operating situation is close to the single change of , with similar AM and PM in the frequency domain. However, the recessive weakness generated by both inductance & displays the reduced amplitude margin and phase margin dramatically, which means a weaker and worse system performance. So far, the recessive weakness may bring serious and destructive damages to the system, without timely detection and protection approach. In conclusion, considering the performance and significance of recessive weakness in both time and frequency domain, a new method which focus on the recessive weakness is needed to solve the problem and ensure the normal operation of the power system. To solve against the phenomenon of the analogous character in a time domain and differential character in a frequency domain from recessive weakness, a new method to detect and classify this kind of soft fault in the circuit is proposed later in this paper. In conclusion, considering the performance and significance of recessive weakness in both time and frequency domain, a new method which focus on the recessive weakness is needed to solve the problem and ensure the normal operation of the power system. To solve against the phenomenon of the analogous character in a time domain and differential character in a frequency domain from recessive weakness, a new method to detect and classify this kind of soft fault in the circuit is proposed later in this paper.
Wavelet Packet Decomposition
Wavelet Theory
Wavelet Packet Decomposition
Wavelet Theory
Wavelet transform is an effective and powerful approach to time-frequency analysis, which is developed from the foundation of overcoming the weakness of Fourier transform within a non-stationary signal [20] . Through wavelet transform, some invisible and hidden information in the time domain can be clearly revealed. Wavelet transform has been broadly applied in lots of fields, such as signal processing, image processing, pattern recognition and data compression. One of the most important characters of the wavelet transform is the great localization of features in both the time domain and frequency domain, providing the frequency information by the frequency base of the original signal [21] . The significance of the wavelet transform is through the shift of the mother wavelet function, and then under different scale a to proceed with the transvection with signal x(t).
where a is the scale factor and τ is the time shift. In continuous wavelet transform, a, b and τ are all continuous in the time domain.
where ϕ m,n (x) = 
Wavelet Packet Decomposition
The aim of WPD is to develop the representation forms of the analyzed signal f (t) according to the scale and wavelet function [22] . The WPD deals with not only low frequency but also high frequency and contains possibly more information of the original sampled signal. The procedure of WPD is shown in Figure 4 , where x(n) is the sampled form of the original signal f (t), h ij (n) l ij (n) represent the high frequency and low frequency decomposition coefficient in each level respectively, i is the decomposition level, j is the array of the decomposition results.
stationary signal [20] . Through wavelet transform, some invisible and hidden information in the time domain can be clearly revealed. Wavelet transform has been broadly applied in lots of fields, such as signal processing, image processing, pattern recognition and data compression. One of the most important characters of the wavelet transform is the great localization of features in both the time domain and frequency domain, providing the frequency information by the frequency base of the original signal [21] . The significance of the wavelet transform is through the shift of the mother wavelet function, and then under different scale to proceed with the transvection with signal ( ).
where is the scale factor and is the time shift. In continuous wavelet transform, , and are all continuous in the time domain.
( ) ( )
where , ( ) = , ∈ is the wavelet basis, , are constant and > 0.
The aim of WPD is to develop the representation forms of the analyzed signal ( ) according to the scale and wavelet function [22] . The WPD deals with not only low frequency but also high frequency and contains possibly more information of the original sampled signal. The procedure of WPD is shown in Figure 4 , where ( ) is the sampled form of the original signal ( ), ℎ ( ) ( ) represent the high frequency and low frequency decomposition coefficient in each level respectively, is the decomposition level, is the array of the decomposition results.
Figure 4. The process of three-level wavelet packet decomposition.
Decomposition Level
In theory, the higher the decomposition level, the more complete and accurate information is reserved without missing the original features [23] . However, with the increasing of the decomposition level, the computation time grows also significantly meanwhile. Thus, the option of a proper decomposition level is significant, which considers both the number of candidate features and computation time. Through the selected mother wavelet, a data-independent selection (DIS) method is proposed [24] to determine the wavelet decomposition level appropriately. The steps of the DIS approach is based as follows. 
In theory, the higher the decomposition level, the more complete and accurate information is reserved without missing the original features [23] . However, with the increasing of the decomposition level, the computation time grows also significantly meanwhile. Thus, the option of a proper decomposition level is significant, which considers both the number of candidate features and computation time. Through the selected mother wavelet, a data-independent selection (DIS) method is proposed [24] to determine the wavelet decomposition level appropriately. The steps of the DIS approach is based as follows.
The specific wavelet composition level (n Ls ) to be assumed depends on the sampling frequency f s of the measured original signal. For the sake of allowing the high level signals (concluding both approximation and details) to cover all the regions of frequencies along the localized sideband. The sideband components are generally identified as the harmonic components of the signal, that occur around the both sides of the fundamental frequency components.
The minimum number of the wavelet decomposition level that is necessary to obtain an approximation signal compared to the original signal therefore reveals that the upper limit of the associated frequency band remains under the signal frequency:
From this, the decomposition level of the approximation signal should be as the integer n Ls , given by:
where f loor| | means to take the integral part of the calculation result of the formula. In the actual application situation, a further decomposition level of the original signal is advised and adopted, leading to the signal frequency band [0, f ], which can be possibly decomposed into more frequency bands. Ordinarily, two more extra wavelet decomposition level [24] , n Ls + 2, would be adequate for the wavelet packet decomposition analysis. In this paper, we consider 9 as the proper decomposition level.
Feature Extraction
Without taking the detail and approximation coefficient of the wavelet packet decomposition results immediately as the input of the classifier, the feature extraction is necessary to improve the process of classification. Statistical methods, such as mean, standard deviation, rms, skewness and log-energy entropy are used as the feature extractors but show less robustness with noises [25] . Consequently, in this paper, we recommend taking the energy based method to feature extraction in virtue of Parseval's theorem.
Parseval's Theorem
When the recessive weakness occurs in a Superbuck converter, the energy space distribution of the output character alters accordingly, which indicates that the variation of output energy contains enough related character information. Since the selected mother wavelet and the scale function are mutually orthonormal, then the energy spectrum of each level of the WPD can be acquired, described by Perseval's theorem [26] .
where J stands as the number of the WPD scale. In aim to enhance the features, the difference between energy E f ault caused by recessive weakness and energy E normal in a normal operating situation together derives the feature energy ∆E. The adopted feature vector can be mathematically represented as the following form: The more outstanding the difference between normal and fault energy is, the more related and useful information used for classification are included in the result of the wavelet packet decomposition [27] .
Principal Component Analysis
Giving consideration to the vector space, calculating quantity and network repose time, the energy feature vector gained from the wavelet packet decomposition must be further dimension reduced. To reduce the feature dimension, PCA is generally applied to the extracted features [28] .
PCA was for the first time proposed by Kirby in 1990, which projected the original sample space into the lower dimensional space to reduce the data dimension, remove the unnecessary attributes, eliminate redundant information so as to decrease the time of fault detection, and improve the detection efficiency. As a useful statistical process technique, PCA maintains the features with more information contribution, the remaining features can still reflect and reserve the large majority of the information from the original data [29] .
For a feature vector set F n×p , consisting of p vectors with n elements, the orthogonal axes w j are given by Sw j = λ j w j (11) where S is the covariance matrix of the vector set (T) and λ j stands the eigenvalue related to the eigenvector (w j ) of the S.
Assuming the original vector sample contains n dimension eigenvectors
T in sum of N, the principal component method to the data analysis are as follows:
(1) Calculate the mean of each dimension
(2) Obtain the covariance matrix from the mean of the data, as follows:
where the dimension of Covariance S is R × R. 
The achieved energy feature vector from WPD is of high dimension data, which may influence the computing time and classification accuracy. To perform the more adequate input of classifier, the high dimension vector needs to be reduced. PCA can map the high dimension data to the low dimension feature space through linear transform based on the analysis of all features. After the dimension reduction, the most contributing feature vector will be reserved and remained. Therefore, the low dimension space has the ability to reflect the most important information from the original data.
In this paper, the original dimension of feature vector is 9, we take target dimension as 7 according to the simulation results.
Feature Extraction Results
Applying the WPD feature extraction method with 10db mother wavelet within Parseval's theory, the detailed energy distributions in different decomposition level of the output signal, including normal condition and recessive weakness are represented in Figure 5 , respectively. The x-axis is the decomposition level while the y-axis the energy. The distinction between the normal situation and recessive weakness calculated through (10) is shown in Figure 6 . the low dimension space has the ability to reflect the most important information from the original data. In this paper, the original dimension of feature vector is 9, we take target dimension as 7 according to the simulation results.
Applying the WPD feature extraction method with 10db mother wavelet within Parseval's theory, the detailed energy distributions in different decomposition level of the output signal, including normal condition and recessive weakness are represented in Figure 5 , respectively. The xaxis is the decomposition level while the y-axis the energy. The distinction between the normal situation and recessive weakness calculated through (10) is shown in Figure 6 . the low dimension space has the ability to reflect the most important information from the original data.
Applying the WPD feature extraction method with 10db mother wavelet within Parseval's theory, the detailed energy distributions in different decomposition level of the output signal, including normal condition and recessive weakness are represented in Figure 5 , respectively. The xaxis is the decomposition level while the y-axis the energy. The distinction between the normal situation and recessive weakness calculated through (10) is shown in Figure 6 . Through the above analysis, it can be concluded that the application of WPD and Parseval's theorem maintains the outstanding features of the invisible fault. In order to achieve less computing time and memory space, PCA is an appropriate way to reduce dimensionality instead of using the results of WPD for the classification stage directly. The obtained data after the process of PCA are then utilized as the input vectors of PNN for pattern recognition, which is discussed in detail in the following part.
Probabilistic Neural Network
Probabilistic neural network (PNN) is a feed-forward artificial neural network (ANN) proposed by Specht D.F in 1990, which is based on the Bayes strategy of decision conducting and nonparametric estimators of conditional probability density functions [30] . The most significant advantage of PNN over other network models is its simple and instantaneous training process using all the samples without learning and its guarantee of asymptotical approaching the Bayes' optimal decision surface provided by the smooth and continuous class [31] . The structure of the PNN is demonstrated in Figure 7 . Through the above analysis, it can be concluded that the application of WPD and Parseval's theorem maintains the outstanding features of the invisible fault. In order to achieve less computing time and memory space, PCA is an appropriate way to reduce dimensionality instead of using the results of WPD for the classification stage directly. The obtained data after the process of PCA are then utilized as the input vectors of PNN for pattern recognition, which is discussed in detail in the following part.
Probabilistic neural network (PNN) is a feed-forward artificial neural network (ANN) proposed by Specht D.F in 1990, which is based on the Bayes strategy of decision conducting and nonparametric estimators of conditional probability density functions [30] . The most significant advantage of PNN over other network models is its simple and instantaneous training process using all the samples without learning and its guarantee of asymptotical approaching the Bayes' optimal decision surface provided by the smooth and continuous class [31] . The structure of the PNN is demonstrated in Figure 7 . The fault diagnosis method based on PNN uses the strong nonlinear classification ability of the model to map the fault sample space into the fault mode space, so as to form a diagnosis network system with strong fault tolerance and structure adaptive ability [6] . Compared with the BP network, the main advantages of PNN are:
(1) Fast training, the training time is only slightly more than the interval of reading data. (2) No matter how complex the classification problem is, the optimal solution under Bayesian criterion can be guaranteed through enough training data.
(3) Allowance of the increment and decrement of training data without long period of retraining time.
The classification process of PNN can be summarized as following steps:
(1) Normalize the training samples and test samples.
remains training data, remains test data. (2) Send the normalized training samples to the input layer directly. The fault diagnosis method based on PNN uses the strong nonlinear classification ability of the model to map the fault sample space into the fault mode space, so as to form a diagnosis network system with strong fault tolerance and structure adaptive ability [6] . Compared with the BP network, the main advantages of PNN are:
x remains training data, X remains test data.
(2) Send the normalized training samples x to the input layer directly. 
X i is the training samples, i = 1, 2, . . . , p; x j is the test samples, j = 1, 2, . . . , m;
E ij represent the Euclidean distance between X i and x j .
(4) Calculate the probability through Gaussian function.
(5) Adopt the competition function in the output layer according to the Bayesian discriminant and the maximum output of the summation layer is the fault kind x j belongs to.
Structure of the Proposed Algorithm
The proposed fault detection and classification algorithm is based on the signature analysis of the sampled operating signals, performed by the WPD and PCA techniques to the feature extraction and dimensionality reduction of data while PNN is used for the fault classification [32] . The flowchart of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 8 . In the step of data acquisition, the output voltage of the Superbuck converter is selected as the sampled signal for fault diagnostic. Then, the WPD is used to decompose every signal into a different level, including both low frequency and high frequency information. Parseval's theory is also utilized for the feature extraction of each sampled data. The extracted feature vectors are then run through the PCA to reduce the dimensionality of the vectors, which is used as the inputs of the PNN classification. The outputs of the neural network indicate the type of the recessive weakness (normal, single, couple, triple circuit components) that may occur in the Superbuck converter as the most likely recessive faults.
WPD in the proposed algorithm transfers the time domain information to the frequency domain. As demonstrated in Figures 2 and 3 , the performance of recessive weakness express similarity in time and prominence in frequency. WPD through the wavelet transforms both high and low frequency information to contain possibly more information of the original sampled signal. As discussed, we take the db10 wavelet as the mother wavelet and nine as decomposition level properly. The coefficient of each decomposition level constructs the energy feature vector including both tendency and detail information. The utilizing of WPD is for the construction of a feature vector to the classifier. The results of WPD can clearly distinguish the kind of recessive weakness.
PCA in a proposed algorithm cannot only reduce the dimension of the feature vector but also lower the calculation amount. As demonstrated in Figure 6 , the first several decomposition level results of WPD to different kinds of recessive weakness is approximate. Through PCA, the dimension of the feature vector can be reduced to seven instead of nine finally, which still reserves the most network and also perform the function in de-noising. Thus, PCA is more conducive to the fault detection and classification of recessive weakness.
The detection and classification method not only reduces the required data for the training of the network but also improves the speed of the calculation and operation. Besides, the purpose of the proposed method in this paper is to obtain an available and practical detector and classifier as a fault diagnosis, which can recognize and distinguish the causes of the recessive weakness before the proper mitigating actions can be taken. Moreover, the result of this method can be viewed as a forewarning towards the operation situation of the circuit system, accurately forecasting the trend of the converter in the future. There also exists system uncertainty in the proposed algorithm. Some kinds of converters operate in DCM (Discontinuous Current Mode) in the condition of heavy load. Thus, the output voltage may be unsteady because of the switch in the operating mode [33] . The discontinuous voltage influences the uncertainty of the algorithm. Besides, the process of generating control command signals produce modeling uncertainties and other external disturbances [34] . There also present uncertainties in measurement and processes which may lead to false-alarm situations [35] . The parameter identification errors influence the data-driven fault detection design as well [36] .
Experimental Analysis
The Supberbuck converter consists of four source components, , , , , which are utilized to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method in this paper. The efficiency and function of is just a wave filter in the circuit, therefore we design the verification experiment of the proposed algorithm regardless of . Thus, the verification experiment focuses on , and .
Meanwhile, the electrolytic capacitance is composed of cathode metal, oxide film, and electrolyte. The energy storage is based on the principle of electrostatic storage, the electrochemistry, and the structure of the electrode is in stability. The reason for the ageing problem consists in external stress, auto acceleration, and manufacturer factor and so on. According to the previous research, the capacitance becomes larger instead of smaller under the condition of high temperature and long-time use [37] . Therefore, the numerical value of usually becomes larger gradually with the ageing of the capacitance. Only the increment condition of is considered in this paper. The inductor is generally constructed of a frame, winding, shielding cover, encapsulates material and others. The cause of the inductance variation includes the change of temperature, the damage of magnets and the rack of fusion. The operating frequency and different material also have great impact on the inductor. With these complicated condition, the trend of inductance is unpredictable [38] . The inductance changing trend usually has the possibility of both wax and wane. With regard to the There also exists system uncertainty in the proposed algorithm. Some kinds of converters operate in DCM (Discontinuous Current Mode) in the condition of heavy load. Thus, the output voltage may be unsteady because of the switch in the operating mode [33] . The discontinuous voltage influences the uncertainty of the algorithm. Besides, the process of generating control command signals produce modeling uncertainties and other external disturbances [34] . There also present uncertainties in measurement and processes which may lead to false-alarm situations [35] . The parameter identification errors influence the data-driven fault detection design as well [36] .
The Supberbuck converter consists of four source components, L 1 , L 2 , C 1 , C 2 , which are utilized to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method in this paper. The efficiency and function of C 2 is just a wave filter in the circuit, therefore we design the verification experiment of the proposed algorithm regardless of C 2 . Thus, the verification experiment focuses on L 1 , L 2 and C 1 .
Meanwhile, the electrolytic capacitance is composed of cathode metal, oxide film, and electrolyte. The energy storage is based on the principle of electrostatic storage, the electrochemistry, and the structure of the electrode is in stability. The reason for the ageing problem consists in external stress, auto acceleration, and manufacturer factor and so on. According to the previous research, the capacitance becomes larger instead of smaller under the condition of high temperature and long-time use [37] . Therefore, the numerical value of C 1 usually becomes larger gradually with the ageing of the capacitance. Only the increment condition of C 1 is considered in this paper.
The inductor is generally constructed of a frame, winding, shielding cover, encapsulates material and others. The cause of the inductance variation includes the change of temperature, the damage of magnets and the rack of fusion. The operating frequency and different material also have great impact on the inductor. With these complicated condition, the trend of inductance is unpredictable [38] . The inductance changing trend usually has the possibility of both wax and wane. With regard to the variation tendency of the inductance, both situations need to be considered within the verification experiments in this paper.
In sum, there exist in total 17 situations to test and verify the proposed algorithm, which conclude the single, double and triple changes of the components within L 1 , L 2 , C 1 . All the variation in both sides of L 1 , L 2 , C 1 are settled from 5% to 15% according to the normal distribution in the standardized test, which is described by Table 3 . Table 3 . Classification Results.
Situation
Training Testing Accuracy
The training and testing samples involve different kinds of recessive weakness (caused by two components simultaneously and three components simultaneously), normal situation, and the single change of the component. 30 samples are used for the training of each scenario with the proposed algorithm. 850 samples are utilized for testing, which cover the range of 17 fault kinds with 50 test samples.
The experiment results of the test samples are summarized in Table 3 . The overall test classification accuracy achieves 93.05%, which shows the effectiveness of the proposed method to correctly classify the recessive weakness in the Superbuck converter.
It is clearly noted from Figure 9 , the proposed method in this paper shows the great robustness to the different sorts of recessive weakness. The designed scheme has been proved and it has the generality for different recessive weakness and operating conditions. Furthermore, the recessive weakness is beyond the normal tolerance range of the components and less than the total invalidation of system. Recessive weakness can represent the crucial transient process from normal operation to system failure. The meaning of detecting recessive weakness is to find out the abnormal operating situation before the complete invalidation of the circuits. The ordinary error range of inductance and capacitance is close to 5%. The changing range of recessive weakness in this paper is only 5-15%, which can still achieve high classification accuracy with 93.05%. With a larger changing range of components, the classification accuracy can be further improved. The purpose of this paper is to introduce the fault of recessive weakness and propose a useful detection method. Figure 9 . The results of the classification with proposed method.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a method that integrates the WPD technique combined with PCA and PNN for the fault detection and classification of recessive weakness in a Superbuck converter. The character of recessive weakness in a circuit is announced by simulation in both the time and frequency domains. The WPD provides an effective way to extract the character of the signal at different frequency bands. The proposed algorithm decreases the computational burden since the reduction of the input data is through PCA. The PNN affords an intelligent method and criterion to the feature comparison. The PNN is then adopted to classify the extracted features and detect the recessive weakness automatically, with a strong ability for generalization and training mechanisms. A related simulation has been performed to identify the capability of this method in fault detection and classification and the consequence shows that prospective accuracy can be achieved to distinguish recessive weakness. The extracted features have excellent robustness to the different recessive weakness, including different sums of the changed component. The proposed fault diagnosis method is simple, accurate, and its effectiveness has also been verified through experimental results. Refer to the purpose of this paper is to introduce the recessive weakness among soft faults, which is extremely difficult to detect and influence the performance of the circuit. This work will help to improve the application of the Superbuck converter and to put the emphasis on recessive weakness as an important diagnosis index. 
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